Hello Tokyo Pouch

featuring Hello Tokyo
by Lisa Tilse

Finished measurements 10" x 6 ½"

Supplies needed:

• A: E014-1059 - 1/4 Yard
• B: ALL-14001-267 - 1/4 Yard
• Zipper x 10"
• Hello Tokyo Iron on Motifs
• Hello Tokyo Ribbon
• Hello Tokyo Button
• Sewing threads to match fabrics

Pattern Level: Enthusiastic Novice

“I am a total beginner and want to learn more!”

Instructions:

Step 1

Cut 2 11 x 7 1/2 squares from each of the fabrics.

Place a piece fabric A and B right sides together, with edge of zipper between. Sew along zipper edge, repeat with remaining fabric on the other side of the zipper. Press.

Step 2

Open fabric out, so that fabric A pieces are right sides together and fabric B pieces are right sides together, leaving the zipper open a little. Sew around the outer edge leaving a small opening in the base of the lining side.

Step 3

Turn the bag right side out through the small opening in the lining and tuck the lining inside to create the purse. Press. Hand stitch the small opening closed. Position motifs and iron into place, follow instructions on motif packet. Apply a ribbon and button to zipper pull for decoration.